
 

 

Cutting-edge dry storage products and solutions 

with Totech Europe at Productronica 2021 

 

Moisture Management Specialist Totech EU will 

feature its wide range of electronics dry storage 

and logistics Solutions at November’s 

Productronica along with our partner ASYS at 

stand A3-277. 

After what seems like an age without live events, the entire Totech team is looking forward 

to reconnecting with customers and prospects in person. This will be the first live event 

attended since lockdown began. 

In the field of electronics dry storage and logistics, Totech consistently offers an innovative 

perspective with new, cutting-edge products and solutions which facilitate the path 

towards the industry 4.0 smart factory - and provide a competitive advantage to our 

customers.   

Beyond showcasing our broad spectrum of dry cabinets and underlying MSL software, 

which enables manufacturers of any size to comprehensively maintain control of all their 

component inventory,  Totech will also preview new concepts for a small automated SMD 

warehouse and a vertical dry lift which is being designed to work in tandem with Totech’s 

fully automated, robotically controlled, component handling and storage system – The Dry 

Tower. 

 

https://superdry-totech.com/desiccant-dry-cabinets/
https://superdry-totech.com/msl-2-5-software/
https://www.superdry-totech.com/dry-tower-system/
https://www.superdry-totech.com/dry-tower-system/


“Productronica 2021 will be special for us in many ways as it’s the first event that we will 

have attended live in 2 years, and we look forward to finally getting together 

again” commented Jos Brehler, CEO at Totech. “Our mission is to help manufacturers 

achieve their industry 4.0 goals with our real time monitoring and traceability of moisture 

sensitive inventory and to that end we’re very excited to unveil some of the exciting new 

concepts we’re developing” 

 

From bench top cabinets to walk-in rooms to fully automated warehouse management, 

Totech’s extensive product line offers the industry’s greatest array of choices to precisely 

meet its evolving needs. Totech's expertise with specialist moisture control and cooling 

provides the backbone for our outsourced Long Term Storage Solutions, LTS², which brings 

vital long-term component storage into product lifecycle and, along with our strategic 

partners, a comprehensive suite of interim testing and obsolescence management 

disciplines. 

www.totech.eu 

Delivering globally to the world’s top tier OEM and EMS companies, and manufacturing in Asia and 

in Europe, Totech has become the industry measure for ultra-low humidity storage cabinets.  Proper 

control of moisture sensitive devices (MSDs) per IPC and JEDEC standards has become more critical 

than ever since the introduction of lead free and its higher reflow temperatures.  Boasting <1% 

relative humidity control and the fastest recovery times, Super Dry cabinets are available in a wide 

range of sizes and configurations, all with certified performance control measures.  Totech Dry 

Tower Systems comprehensively solve the complex logistics problems central to manufacturing with 

moisture sensitive devices in 4.0 smart factories. 

As of May 2017 ASYS automation Group (Dornstadt, Germany)  became a majority investment 

partner.  
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